Fort Zinderneuf
......The loneliest outpost in the empire
By Rob Morgan
(Originally published in Lone Warrior 211)
The DIY Fort note by Jim Rohrer, and the flurry of replies prompted by it, reminded me of a fort
project I undertook, well, almost twenty-five years ago now. Jim’s fort reminded me of those
old Britain’s and Timpo 54mm figures, and my distant boyhood games with them. It particularly
reminds me of one or two of the border fortlets which still exist on the remote edges of the old
Austria-Hungarian empire. You could I think use it for anything from the late Romans and
Byzantines though the Crusader era and the time of the Ottomans down to the Great War.
Of course, the problem of the vulnerable gateway or front door, much discussed, becomes a very
serious issue as soon as decent long-range artillery becomes available - more of that later. Forts
are always at their best against unruly irregulars, I think, and as in ‘Beau Geste’ if you have a
fort, you have attackers, or besiegers, and somewhere, hopefully, a relief column!
My own fort is a ‘desert fort’ and still in regular use. I thought it might be of interest to a few
SWA members. Forts after all, are valuable things, they anchor armies and columns and control
areas of territory. So, the fort, the strongpoint is almost as old as warfare itself, especially in the
Middle East, Africa and Asia, where the trade routes are long and vulnerable, and the caravans
are essential to survival. At the time I built it, I was gaming with a few others who used 15mm,
20mm, 25mm and in one case a few 28mm, figures; the last of course were rather rare back then.
It works with all of these scales.
I determined to build a small fort, with just a building or two internally, and a small observation
tower; there were a couple of examples of Afghan and North West Frontier defence posts, rather
like this, years back in the wargames glossies, built with great detail, real table-top centrepieces,
by Ian Weekley of ‘Battlements’. Jim’s fort is a typical Norman four towered square ‘Rochester
castle’ type (prone to mining of course, as in King John’s siege of 1215-1217), but I wanted a
little more variety. So, as I rarely work with anything but scrap materials, and odds and sods, I
dug out some broken wooden building blocks which had belonged to the children - at home and
in school (I was teaching then) and a discarded wooden domino set, with a few other rectangular
bits. I looked for a base and found a battered wooden jigsaw plate - that’s 8” by 6”, ideal for a
small fort!
It took a while to determine and position the outer walls, and of course I had to leave a gateway.
Once I had the walls in place, the internal features would become obvious...naturally, as forts
changed hands, and as time passed and weapons improved, a small fort would have to alter, if
not its basic structure, then at least its ability to survive. The outer walls in this case are 10mm
thick, and I simply super-glued eight dominoes in a big rectangle, a little short of the base edges,
as you see, but that’s no problem. The crenellations came from small counting blocks, and
obviously are slightly irregular, as you’d expect in a fort built from local materials in the back of
beyond. With the walls in place I turned to the internal detail, much more interesting.

A little juggling showed me that with an internal ‘courtyard’ area of 16cm by 12cm available to
fill, I had room for a walkway around most of the walls, and for a building. I wanted a building,
for a number of reasons, especially as it would give me a flat roof on which I could position a
weapon heavier than the small arms of the garrison. A heavy machine gun, mounted on a tripod
perhaps, or a small mountain gun, that sort of thing. The fort, when in place on the tabletop,
would have been built to control the outside landscape features. The flat- roof area might well
overlook a ford, or a long stretch of road. A spring, or well, possibly? Plenty of options exist
there. The internal building, again constructed of old dominoes, is 8cm by 6cm and stands a
little over 3cm high, quite by chance the crenellations come to the level of the roof, giving some
cover to riflemen firing from prone positions and to the gun crew. The roof is simply cartridge
paper glued over - looks right.

It took a while for the walkway positions to be finally decided. I built up a layer of 10mm blocks
and another on top, when I reached a third and played around with a 20mm figure, it seemed
right, so I cemented everything in place, ladder access would be removable, a set of steps would
have been better, probably, but would have taken a lot longer to create! The walkway is of 2mm
thick plasticard cut to about 18mm width. That left me with two features to deal with. First of
all, the gateway. I had a gap of about 6cm width between the two walls, so, and this took a
while, I used blocks-all of them 10mm square or doubles of that, 10mm by 20mm, to create a
gateway, and a slightly higher top beam, not an arch, this is a modern-ish fort, not Gothic or
Vaubin! I didn’t put a walkway behind the gate, which is again a rectangle of plasticard 5cm
wide by 3.5cm high, big enough for a 28mm figure to march through or for a 20/25mm mounted
man to gain access. I do have a variety of gates, including damaged and open, by the way, for
action.

I wanted a tower. I really wanted a tower. So, I dug around in the wooden blocks and found one
7cm tall and 25mm across the base, the exact measurements didn’t matter one bit, as it was tall
enough. On top I upturned a plastic container top which was the same size, that took me a while
to find, and cut crenellations into it.

These are thin but look fine. I cemented an access door at the base and stood it centrally in the
courtyard next to the flat roofed barracks or store, whatever it might be. As you can see, it does
tower over the fort and allow a sentry ample views of the surrounding area.

There’s one other optional feature, but I’ll return to that shortly. This little fort, whatever you
care to name it, is isolated, under-gunned, with a small garrison, and an uncertain future......so
obviously it has great wargaming possibilities!
It reminds me of the police and auxiliary outposts which crop up often in the period of WWII in
which Fascist Italy held much of East and North Africa. There are, in Purnell’s “History of
World War Two” vol 1, a number of photographs of Italian troops standing on top of one, in the
only territory in which they were victorious in 1940, Somaliland - waving an enormous naval
ensign. In the editions dealing with the British re-conquest of Abyssinia, a few more photos
appear; these forts are slightly more shall we say, battered, by mountain guns (don’t forget how
vulnerable these places would be to a mortar - or even a lightly armed Observation aircraft like a
Westland Lysander). There’s a superb account of this long and bitter campaign written by
Anthony Mockler c1990, which I’ll perhaps review and turn to next. Don’t forget either that
small outposts like this one were the object of many of the earliest attacks by the Free French
troops of Leclerc - nomad groups of a few dozen camel mounted Tibesti locals and one or two
Frenchmen raided several small Italian fort garrisons in the Fezzan at will.
In WWI, or in the colonial field, again this is a useful fort. I have the feeling a structure like this
crops up in the film ‘Major Dundee’, manned by an Imperial garrison, but in Mexico. Am I
right?
This East African campaign was, in fact, the reason I decided on building it in the first place.
The Raventhorpe Miniatures range of 25mm figures was much favoured by wargamers then.
There were a number of articles in ‘Miniature Wargames’, and “Wargames Illustrated” dealing
with the range, which included a substantial number of Italian metropolitan and colonial troops,
vehicles and heavy weapons.

There were numerous demonstration games which some of you will recall. All of what the
company made was suitable for the early and late East African campaigns, for the deep
penetrations by Free French and British into Libya and for their opponents up to the end in 1943.
Some remarkably unusual troops found their way into the Raventhorpe lists, including
Somaliland Camel Corps, the Italian Somali Askaris, wearing magnificent uniforms, as shown in
the accompanying photos. Raventhorpe produced almost everything needed for this period, and
much of it was just as useful for the WWI Campaigns (take a look at Osprey Men-at-Arms 208 ‘Lawrence and the Arab Revolts’ by David Nicolle, especially the colour plates!)
Many of the Raventhorpe items were unusual, but the exact kind of item one might find on a
small, lonely outpost. A motorbike tricycle for instance, and a very small 65mm infantry gun
(just made for my fort’s roof) as well as mortars and mg’s. They made or make, a delightful
20mm dual purpose Breda gun, another roof top option. Some Abyssinian patriot troops too.
Camels, and specialist troops. But of course, a few infantrymen and a single machine gun,
maybe a small gun would be an entire garrison.
Before I forget, the gate of any fort represents its most vulnerable place or point of entry for an
attacker. So, defending that gate must be the most important matter. Now, that’s always been
the case with forts, and here in West Wales, there’s a delightful castle called Newcastle Emlyn,
built in the High Middle Ages. It had a gateway which by the time of the Civil Wars in the
1640’s was vulnerable to cannon fire or petards. So, in front of it the defending garrison built an
artillery revetment.
You couldn’t get to the gate without attacking and taking
this first. No difference in that tactic from 1640 to 1940,
and the large sandbagged stone sangar shown in the
photo is one of Raventhorpe’s few field positions. In
games from that era it finds its way to a place maybe
20cm in front of the vulnerable gate, and in a position
from where it can be covered from the walls and tower.
A light machine gun and a squad of riflemen will be
more than adequate. Though forts and positions like this
are always extremely vulnerable to night attack, and
mortars - look what happened to that nice Colonel
Monroe’s fort in ‘Last of the Mohicans’.
Sadly, the Raventhorpe Miniatures range seems to have
vanished from sight in recent years. I’ve looked in vain
and scouted around my colleagues in the wargaming
business, and though based originally in that hub of
British miniature warfare activity – Yorkshire - little
seems to remain of what twenty five years ago was a
massive and very, very useful range of figures and
equipment. Of course, you can use any range you want to defend the place, but these are my
favourites. Naturally if you want to play the heavy colonial hand, a flagpole with a big, no, a
BIG flag on it is absolutely necessary for propaganda purposes.

Finally, you’ll notice the same fort has a different tower. Well, all sorts of outdated military
buildings are pressed into service in times of crisis, and this is my sub-Saharan modern fort.
Well it’s actually the old colonial fort with a new tower. New owners too, mercenaries. This
one’s more solid and less pretty than the old tower.

It is built of modern materials, maybe slightly proof against small arms fire, who knows? It’s big
enough to take a heavy weapon team, and a jeep or two in the yard.

At the outset I mentioned the three
elements to an attack on a small
outpost like this. The defenders,
whoever’s outside trying to get in,
and the relief force, it might be the
Camel Corps, or a section of light
armoured cars and jeeps. I think that
third element makes for a better
game.

Here Comes the Relief Column!
The small multi-purpose, multi-period desert fort I made begged to be relieved, naturally. So, I
made a few different period examples of ‘the cavalry to the rescue’ for the purpose. This group
is one of them. Anyone examining my photographic work will recognise the appalling standards
of my painting – especially of horses! So, a couple of motorised relief columns seemed far more
suitable.

At first sight, you may not recognise the origin of these 20mm troops. The flag’s obscured
slightly, but they are in fact intended to be WWI Portuguese colonial soldiers involved in the
struggle against the Germans in East Africa, one of the longest and most mobile of all campaigns
of the war. Of course, in that campaign, most troops on all sides wore ‘mufti’ of one sort or
another, and these chaps are no exception. I converted three light, open cars armed with machine
guns and a single lorry for the column. The figures come from a range of sources, crews from
the WWII Long Range Desert Group set made by Matchbox, or from the Airfix ‘Kubelwagen’.
The Askari sitting in the lorry and the officer looking far too neat and tidy in his white duck kit
are Airfix plastics, I just looked around and found figures which appeared ‘right’.

The cars, and lorry, as you’ll see, are not kits at all. Look at the unpainted and unconverted
model. One day, this will become a WWI General’s transport, but not yet, and not in the African
bush. The cars are in fact cheap one-piece plastic key ring fobs I came upon in a rather run down
and poor-quality sea-side gift shop, they were a couple of pence each. So, I bought a few. As
always, I wish I’d bought more, which is the story of my life as a wargamer!!! Converting the
cars was a minimalist effort.

Step One.... I first put the crew in place....I have been known to ‘super-detail’ a model and then
not have enough room for the driver! Then I unearthed 20mm steering wheels from my spares
box, cemented them in front of the driver. Next the machine guns, two are Lewis Guns, from the
Matchbox ‘LRDG’ set mentioned earlier, and the third is a much knocked about Maxim, same
source-the bottom of the big box I’ve been throwing spare bits and bobs into for over fifty years.

Manned and armed, well that’s half-way there! Next Step, I added a few ammunition boxes,
rolled tarpaulins, that sort of thing, and a rifle, and a shovel, all of these things came from 20mm
plastic kits, usually made by Airfix or Matchbox; and those who can remember the Matchbox
models will know that they almost always had odd bits of kit you could use elsewhere. Easy
enough, and as a super-detailing finish, I cemented a piece of sprue to become a starting handle
under the radiator grill - very WWI. On reflection these do look a little bit like Ford Model
‘T’s’, well a little bit. Then I painted the cars, overall Humbrol Dark Earth, sand/khaki drill for
the crews, and a range of odd colours for the headgear. The little red blobs are supposed to be
divisional or unit cockades or badges. The Portuguese flag and believe me you don’t want to try
painting one, comes from a motor racing set, i.e. ‘flags of all nations. Actually, by simply lifting
out the pin to which the Portuguese flag’s glued, and replacing it with another, these guys can be
WWI Italians, post-WWI French, or Greeks fighting in Turkey in the early 1920’s.

The lorry took a bit longer, and rather more effort to convert. The front is as it came, but the rear
behind the cab was supposed to be a couple of low, and not very well moulded seats. So, I filed
them down; then over the top created a box bed and sides, the box measures 28mm long, but
18mm wide with 8mm deep sides, standard thin plasticard. The cab has a driver and wheel
starting handle etc. I created a couple of interior bases, very thin plasticard, for the little lorry this one as you see has some tarpaulins, boxes and the seated Askari figure. Another had a
Maxim on a mount with crew, a third had a simple ‘V’ shaped cover 15mm high open at each
end. Same Humbrol Dark Earth sprayed overall before detailing. The aim was to look as scruffy
as any war-weary unit would in the heat of Africa. As a wargame point, some cars of the period
could reach a top speed of almost 40 mph, though obviously not through the bush, or across the
desert.

Forts, Garrisons and Relief Columns
The notes on my attempt at fort building, and on the Portuguese mobile relief column made me
think of the source of all of the figures which appear in the photos accompanying the text.
They’re about twenty-five years old now and were manufactured by a company which thrived
for a short time in Yorkshire but seems now to have vanished from sight!
The company, Raventhorpe Miniatures, produced a massive amount of 20/25mm material, and
specifically in terms of my interest, they produced figures which could be used for the Italian
Invasion of Abyssinia in the mid 1930’s and the British conquest of all of Italian held East Africa
in 1940. The Raventhorpe range featured in a number of table-top demo games across the UK in
the 90’s, and I have no doubt that another reader will know more of these events. There were
also several articles, well-illustrated in the mainstream wargames magazines, as well as adverts
for the range, and this is what caught my eye.
I invested. But before I describe a few of the items in the photographs, I’ll mention that I used
two ‘Osprey’s to provide the detail necessary for painting.
• Men-at- Arms 208....’Lawrence and the Arab Revolts’ ( a WWI book)
• Men-at-Arms 309....’The Italian Invasion of Abyssinia 1935-6’.
Both are by David Nicolle, and the colour plates are superb.
The range relating to these wars overlapped into WWII and the Western Desert campaigns 19401943. There were extensive numbers of British and Commonwealth figures and vehicles, and of
Afrika Korps, and Free French too. The Italians were infantry, Bersaglieri, Alpini and
Blackshirts; as well as paratroops, which of course didn’t see action in East Africa. The vehicles
were a delight, lorries, tankettes, armoured cars, light cars, motorcycles etc. There were camel
troops and a decent range of artillery and heavy weapons. At this point I find myself wondering
if any reader has kept an old a Raventhorpe list? Mine was lost years ago, when I’d completed
my set-up. Cavalry I think appeared later on, and I didn’t acquire them.
Just a few comments on each photograph.

1. First a patrol of Colonial Askari Infantry in Italian service, this figure appears in the WWI
Osprey ( no 208) and is, for a twentieth century soldier on active service absolutely
magnificent, the fez and sash were matching colours for each different unit, and these are
posed as a patrol under the command of an NCO, who wears elaborate rank badges on the
sleeves. The uniform became khaki and less nineteenth century by 1935 incidentally, but
the big fez, the sash and badges remained.

2. Two Italian CV3/35 tankettes which, despite the appalling terrain of the region, saw much
service during the invasion. Their light defensive armour and slow speed was not a problem
in East Africa. Probably, along with the Renault FT17, one of the most widely used afv’s in
the world at the time. Many a small country and a few larger ones, used them. I have been
known to place one inside the fort, and yes, they could do that, and use it in a counterattack.

3. Three small colonial mountain guns in action. Though the figures here are Raventhorpe, the
guns aren’t. These are 15mm ‘Peter Laing’ guns, from the 1970’s. Another long-gone
range, but they do represent camel guns very well.

4. This is a group more likely to be found in southern Libya, the Sahara, and the figures are
1940. The gun is a delight, the 20mm Breda, and a gun used in the defence of many small
Italian forts, since it had anti-aircraft, and anti-armour capabilities, often used against ground
targets. The Long Range Desert Group would mount one on a Chevrolet truck when they
could ‘borrow’ it from the Italians.

5. The Tankettes again, accompanied by a very large Lancia 17, type 2 armoured car. Saw a
great deal of action in WWI. It packed a serious punch with two heavy mg’s in the turret
and another on the hull back-plate. A monster of an armoured car, still in service in the
early months of the Western Desert campaign.

6. Askari Camel Corps on patrol c.1920. Another typical fort garrison. The figures and camels
are from Raventhorpe, and the officer, is if I recall, an Airfix WWI Horse artillery outrider!

7. Raventhorpe’s camel corps figures, this time the Agordat Camel Corps, in a skirmish line.
These were converted by replacing the heads- Raventhorpe produced a fine range of heads
and headgear separately.
Hopefully you can see how the colonial nature of these figures and their kit fits in with a small
model like Fort Zinderneuf. There are lots of alternatives still around of course.
That’s it folks!
Rob Morgan.
April 2020.

